ABSTRACT. Nehari's theorem for norms of bounded Hankel operators is revisited. Using it, the absolute values of Toeplitz operators are studied. This gives a theorem of Widom and Devinatz for invertible Toeplitz operators.
and/ G H°° then for any g G 7
Letting g range over the unit ball in //Q, we get from this ||//^/||2 = \\(<t> + k)f W2 = yJ(T\ct> +k \2f,f). Therefore, since || Jfy/||f = (H^H^fJ), we have //* H^ S 7| 0+ *| 2 .
(2) For/ G #°° and g G #g° This implies (2) . (2) From this view point, we wish to generalize Theorem 2. •
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